
Community 
Outreach
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The team had a goal of reaching a minimum of 400 parents or 
guardians of TCS middle school students. While many resources 
like a blog and parent packet were provided, the team understood 
that parents would be more likely to learn about the campaign if 
the information came from a trusted, outside source such as the 
local media. Additionally, anti-bullying is a large and pervasive 
problem in the Tuscaloosa community and the “I Can” team wanted 
to spread the word and educate as many people as possible in 
the city. The team reached out to multiple print media, radio and 
TV stations. We also connected with the mayor’s office to have 
February 25 declared “Stand Strong Day” in Tuscaloosa. By utilizing 
media resources and the notoriety of Mayor Walt Maddox, the 
team was able to reach large numbers of Tuscaloosa community 
members and parents.
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Community Outreach
Media: General Press Release
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Media: General Press Release
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Media: “Stand Strong Day” Press Release
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Media: TV News Coverage

Major news station ABC 33/40 interviewed UA Bateman Team 
member Jacquie McMahon about the  campaign on Feb. 14.

Reach:
45,000
Publicity Value:
$300

Reach:
250,000
Publicity Value:
$75

Local news station WVUA interviewed UA Bateman Team 
member Kelsey Balzli about the  campaign on  

“Stand Strong Day.”



Media: TV News Coverage

Reach:
900,000
Publicity Value:
$1,400

Fox 6 came to the “Stand Strong Day” event at Eastwood 
Middle School.

UA Bateman Team member Kelsey Balzli discussed the 
importance of “Stand Strong Day” with major Birmingham news 

station Fox 6. 

Page Views:
100,000
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Media: Radio Coverage
Nine radio stations aired the following 30 second PSA about “Stand Strong Day” 
throughout the day on Feb. 25. 

“I Can” Radio Announcement
Total Time: :30 

ANNOUNCER:  I can combat bullying and you can too. Mayor Walt Maddox has 
declared February 25th as “Stand Strong Day.”  The University of Alabama Bateman 
Team and Tuscaloosa City Schools’ HALT program have partnered to unify the 
community and to stop bullying. To learn more about the “I Can” campaign, please 
visit the Tuscaloosa City Schools’ website or visit U-A Bateman dot wordpress 
dot com. On February 25th, let’s make Tuscaloosa a bully-free zone. We can unite 
against bullying. We will stand strong.  



Media: Radio Coverage

Publicity Value:
$13

Reach:
900
Publicity Value:
$27

Publicity Value:
$18

Publicity Value:
$6

Publicity Value:
$18

Publicity Value:
$15

Reach:
1,000
Publicity Value:
$29

Reach:
500
Publicity Value:
$15

Reach:
100
Publicity Value:
$5
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Cumulative reach of 101, 900
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Media: Radio Coverage
With the help of radio host Monk and Town Square, “Stand Strong Day” was promoted on 
the front page of websites for the following five radio stations, which reached different target 
audiences.

The “Stand Strong Day” message reached a target segment who 
listened to 95.3 The Bear, a country station.



Media: Radio Coverage

The “Stand Strong Day” message reached a target segment who 
listened to 92.9 WTUG, an R&B station.

The “Stand Strong Day” message reached a target segment who 
listened to B101.7, a Top 40 radio station.
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Media: Radio Coverage

The “Stand Strong Day” message reached a target segment who 
listened to 99.1 The Deuce, a sports station.

The “Stand Strong Day” message reached a target segment who 
listened to 790 WTSK, a gospel AM radio station.



Print/Online Media

The Tuscaloosa News wrote an article about the banner signing at Eastwood Middle 
School during “Stand Strong Day.”  

The article was posted online on Feb. 25 and printed on Feb. 26.
Reach:
30,940

Publicity Value:
$3,314.18
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Print/Online Media

Central Speaks, a newspaper from Central City, La., wrote an article about native Kelsey 
Balzli and her involvement with the UA Bateman Team on Feb. 15.  

Reach:
26,864

Publicity Value:
$588.00



Print Media

Student newspaper, The Crimson White, compared the  success of the campaign with 
another student-run campaign, LessThanUThink. LessThanUThink recently launched 

nationwide.
Reach:
27,208

Publicity Value:
$720.72
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Page Views:
68

CBS 42 featured the UA Bateman Team on an online 
article about discussing the campaign.

Online Media
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Online Media

After writing a past article on the HALT program, AL.com wrote an article about 
the campaign and the efforts of the UA Bateman Team.

The University of Alabama recognized the campaign and the efforts of the 
UA Bateman Team on its official news site. This coverage proved effective in 
reaching parents because UA is the largest employer of parents in the city.



Online Media

The University of Alabama’s College of Communication and Information 
Sciences featured the UA Bateman Team on its homepage.

The Advertising and Public Relations Department featured the UA Bateman 
Team on its homepage while tracking the media coverage of the team.
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Online Media

SchoolBullyingCouncil.com

Page Views:
150,000

Dateline Alabama published an article about the  campaign and the impact 
of the campaign.



Online Media

TMCnet.com

Birmingham Observer
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eWallstreeter.com

Online Media



Online Media

Birmingham Star

www.entirealabama.com
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TuscaloosaBusiness.com
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Media Summary

Total radio stations: 9
Total TV: 3

Total Print: 3
Total Online: 14

Total Blog views: 272

Total Reach: 1,485,921 people (including blog)
Total publicity value: $5173.90

The UA Bateman Team was able to reach over one million people throughout the “I 
Can” campaign implementation. The team reached out to several different media, 
including radio, television, print and online sources. With the different media the 
media coverage’s total publicity value reached over $5,000. Through the media 
coverage the team was able to spread anti-bullying awareness to the Tuscaloosa 
community, as well as the communities of Birmingham and Anniston, even reaching 
Louisiana.



Endorsements
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Vickie Brown
Director of Student Services, TCS

Campaign Endorsements
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Angie Morrison
University Place Guidance Counselor
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Constance Pewee-Childs
Tuscaloosa Magnet Guidance Counselor



 

 

 
 
Dear 2013 UA Bateman Team, 
 
It is with great pleasure that I write this letter of support for the “I Can” 

campaign. As Firm Director of Capstone Agency, I have had the pleasure of 

working with each of this year’s Bateman Case Study Competition Team 

members. I am extremely impressed with this team’s results in the Tuscaloosa 

community.   

I am convinced this campaign is making a difference within this community and 

needs to be extended past the competition’s deadline. Capstone Agency would 

like to continue this campaign. I am excited to see how far “we can” bring the  

“I Can” campaign, together. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 
 
Jessica Colburn     
Capstone Agency Director 
205.348.0365 

email: capstoneagency.ua@gmail.com 
 
 
 

The University of Alabama 
Box 870172 • Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0172 •  www.capstoneagency.org 
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Formative 
Research

After exhausting online research, the team sought experts in the bullying field 
to gain valuable primary information. The team interviewed two key experts: 
one representative from Rachel’s Challenge and one professional with a PhD. 
in psychology. With the help of these experts, the team was able to better 
understand why bullying occurs and how to best collect data about bullying 
in the schools. After these interviews the team created and issued a pre- and 
post-survey to each middle school student in Tuscaloosa City Schools to collect 
information on the students’ awareness of bullying. The following section 
includes the primary research the team conducted.  
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Formative Research

When beginning campaign research, the UA Bateman Team needed to investigate existing 
anti-bullying campaigns, specifically identifying national vs. local programs carried out in 
school vs. after school. Thus, the “research matrix” was born. By graphing the findings and 
learning from the strengths and weaknesses of other programs, the team was able to isolate 
the need for local, in-school programs with a positive message. 

HALT
Secondary research started with Tuscaloosa City Schools and its anti-bullying initiative, 
HALT. Most of its secondary research stemmed from Stopbullying.gov, a federal anti-bullying 
educational site. 

Alabama State Department of Education
The Alabama State Department of Education’s website provided information about current 
policies in Alabama related to anti-bullying legislation. 

Nick’s Kids Fund
The UA Bateman Team looked into the Nick’s Kids Fund (sponsored by UA football coach, 
Nick Saban) to get a general idea of childhood needs in the Tuscaloosa community.  This 
gave the team an idea of which campaign events would be appropriate for specific age 
groups regarding the campaign.

In School

Out of School

Local
NationalState

Secondary Research
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PFLAG
PFLAG provides online educational resources to foster respect for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and 
transgender youth online and in-school. Because so many anti-bullying campaigns focus 
on the LGBT community, PFLAG provided insight into ways the UA Bateman Team would 
possibly address LGBT bullying in middle schools.

Cyberbullying Resource
Cyberbullying Resource is a website sponsored by The University of Alabama. It serves as a 
resource for parents, teachers and children on the dangers and realities of cyberbullying.

Rachel’s Challenge
Rachel’s Challenge is a national anti-bullying campaign created in response to the 
Columbine High School shootings. The campaign’s message focuses on kindness and the 
life story of Rachel Scott, one of the teenagers killed at Columbine High School. Rachel’s 
Challenge has reached more than 18 million students with its programs, and the UA 
Bateman Team used it as a model for some of the messaging in the campaign.

“I Choose”
The “I Choose” campaign challenges students to change their bullying behavior in order 
to become better students and peers. The “I Choose” campaign primarily addresses 
cyberbullying, and serves as a key resource for the issue. 

“Stand for the Silent”
The “Stand for the Silent” initiative is a national campaign that exists as a response to Ty 
Smalley’s bullying-related suicide. Since May 2010, Kirk and Laura Smalley have traveled to 
hundreds of schools and spoken with more than 580,000 kids.

Think B4 You Speak
The “Think B4 You Speak” campaign addresses negative language and its impact on LGBT 
students. The movement focuses on educating communities about using positive language 
when referring to LGBT students both in-school and online. 

It Gets Better
The “It Gets Better” project communicates to LGBT youth that the world around them will 
“get better” over time and that there is hope for a brighter future. In response to LGBT 
bullying and its recent connection to so many adolescent suicide cases, “It Gets Better” 
emphasizes creating positive learning environments for LGBT teens and young adults.

Pacer.org’s National Bullying Prevention Center
Founded in 2006, PACER’s National Bullying Prevention Center unites, engages and educates 
communities nationwide to address bullying through creative, relevant and interactive 
resources. 

See included DVD for hyperlinks to secondary resources.



The UA Bateman Team studied the existing HALT posters, noting their negative messages 
and dark imagery. Questions in the primary research surveys for the students asked 
objective questions about design to evaluate effectiveness and inform the team’s design 
decisions.

Original HALT Posters
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